Opium addiction in patients with coronary artery disease: a grounded theory study
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Abstract
Background: There are widespread misconceptions about the positive effects of opium on coronary artery disease (CAD). Thus, we performed a study to explore the opium addiction process contributing factors among CAD patients using a grounded theory approach.

Methods: The sample comprised 30 addicted CAD patients and their family members, physicians, nurses and friends. Purposive and theoretical sampling was employed; semi-structured interviews were conducted. Coding and constant comparative analysis techniques were as proposed by Strauss and Corbin (1998).

Results: The core category was ‘Fighting for Survival’, comprising three main themes, namely, ‘the gateway’, ‘blowing into the fire’ and ‘getting stuck in the mud’.

Conclusion: Increasing knowledge about the adverse effects of opium on the cardiovascular system would reinforce prevention and rehabilitation measures. Involving patients’ family members in addiction prevention and rehabilitation programs and referring patients to specialized rehabilitation centers could help patients quit opium. Healthcare providers (HCPs) should notice to the effects of opium consumption among CAD patients; nursing care must be holistic in nature. Although opium is stigmatised in Iran, HCPs must treat addicted CAD patients similar to other patients. Nursing students must be aware of the negative effects of illegal drugs on CAD patients and the misconceptions regarding the positive effects thereof. Any misconceptions must be probed and clarified. Rehabilitation centres must be supervised by cardiologists and HCPs.
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Introduction
In 2011, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime estimated that 12–21 millions (3–5%) of 15–64-year-old people worldwide were opium users. Most of the users live in countries like Iran and Turkey that are located on the route of opium trafficking from Afghanistan to Balkan and East and central Europe (1). Ray et al (2006) reported that 69 cases per 100,000 people living in rural areas of the north of Iran are opium users (2).

In addition to geographic location, some misconceptions also contribute significantly to the high prevalence of opium consumption in Iran. Iranians, particularly villagers, deeply believe in the therapeutic effects of opium in the treatment of problems such as headache, toothache, earache, sexual impotence, etc. (3). It is believed that Iranian traditional medicine practitioners have propagated this belief. Consequently, the use of opium as a painkiller has become increasingly prevalent among Iranians (4). These beliefs have led to the outbreak of opium addiction in Iran.
Opium consumption is particularly more prevalent among several patients including those with heart problems. Cardiac patients generally use opium to manage their heart problems. However, the evidence show that opium not only has no protective effect on heart (5,6) but also can exert adverse effects on it and on central and autonomic nervous system (7). The most prevalent adverse effects of opium on cardiovascular and respiratory systems are tachycardia, bradycardia, and orthostatic hypotension (7). Shirani et al (2010) reported that opium consumption does not slow down the atherosclerosis of carotid arteries in opium-addicted patients. They referred to opium consumption as a risk factor for coronary artery disease (CAD) (8).

As opium is pure morphine and morphine in turn inhibits pain pathways, opium consumption can obscure the presence of an acute heart attack. Consequently, an opium-addicted patient with an acute heart attack may lose the golden time between the onset of symptoms and the administration of thrombolytic therapy(9). Studies have shown that one of the major leading causes of death among opium users is CAD. It is second only to accidents as a leading cause of death among opium users (1,10).

The process of becoming dependent on addictive drugs is influenced by different personal, cultural, and social factors. Accordingly, different people may become addicted differently (11). It is widely accepted that people’s tendency towards drug abuse is so much complex that cannot be thoroughly understood through a single theory (12); nevertheless, unfolding this process by using the grounded theory approach can provide valuable information about the contributing demographic, situational, contextual, cultural, and psychosocial factors.

Most of the studies on opium addiction in CAD have been conducted by using quantitative approaches. Quantitative approaches cannot provide a deep understanding about complex phenomena such as addiction. Moreover, as the phenomenon of addiction has a close relationship with demographic, situational, contextual, cultural, and psychosocial factors, investigation of the issue in different societies seems crucial. The aim of this study was to explore the process of opium addiction and its contributing factors in patients with CAD.

Methods
Design
This was a grounded theory study conducted in 2012–2013. The grounded theory approach is useful for exploring the processes of human experiences and the conditions and contexts in which these processes take place (13).

Participants
The study population consisted of opium-addicted patients with CAD who were hospitalized in a post coronary care unit affiliated to a public heart research center in Tehran, Iran. The inclusion criteria were having the ability to speak Persian and having at least one-year history of opium consumption. We started the sampling process by employing the purposive sampling method to recruit a sample with maximum variation in terms of variables such as gender, marital and employment status, and the length and way of opium consumption. Then, we employed the theoretical sampling method to explore the dimensional range of the emerged concepts and categories. The sampling process was pursued until saturation. Consequently, we recruited a sample of 18 opium-addicted patients with CAD, three non-opium-addicted patients with CAD, two physicians, three nurses, two family members, and two of friends of the patients.

Data collection
We collected the data by conducting semi-structured face-to-face and telephone interviews as well as by making detailed field-notes. Interviews were arranged according to participants’ preferences and conducted in a quiet room. Three participants were interviewed twice. The first-
round interviews were face-to-face while the second-rounds were on the phone. The basic questions of the interviews included:

- How did you start using opium?
- What factors affected your opium consumption?

Subsequently, we also employed probing questions to delve into the participants’ experiences. All of the interviews were recorded using a digital sound recorder. Interviews ranged in length from 30 to 40 minutes.

**Data analysis**

Data collection and data analysis were conducted concurrently. To analyze the data, we employed the coding and constant comparative analysis techniques as proposed by Strauss and Corbin (1998). Accordingly, immediately after each interview, we transcribed it verbatim. The process of analysis consisted of open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. The generated codes were compared with each other and categorized according to their similarities and differences. Categories, in turn, were also compared and merged with each other or divided into other categories. Finally, we identified the core category and linked it with other categories using selective coding.

**Ethical considerations**

A university-affiliated Institutional Review Board and Ethics Committee approved the study. The aim and process of the study were explained to the participants. We assured the participants that participation/ withdrawal from the study was voluntary. Moreover, we guaranteed the confidentiality of the participants’ personal information. Finally, we asked the participants to read and sign the informed consent form of the study.

**Rigor**

Generally, there are four criteria - including credibility, confirmability, dependability, and transferability- for main-
compulsive conditions for opium consumption. A participant blamed his addicted friends and stated, "Access to opium was very easy. I could have access to opium only by a brief walk to the street and a simple contact with the suppliers. Access to opium is cheaper than access to cigarette".

Another participant who had two addicted brothers mentioned that "the first time I tried opium was with my brothers".

**Compulsion**

On the other hand, some of our participants mentioned that they involuntarily began to use opium. Most of these participants believed that false cultural belief about the positive effects of opium on cardiovascular disease and sexual impotence was an important leading cause of opium consumption. A participant who had voluntarily chosen to consume opium mentioned, "I saw the miracle of opium with my own eyes; since the beginning of the disease, it is opium that has empowered me and prevented me from disability. Whenever I have chest pain, opium has its pain-relieving effects".

On the other hand, some of our participants did not believe in the positive effects of opium on cardiovascular disease. A non-addict patient with CAD stated, "I believe that opium cannot eliminate or even relieve my heart problem. These [beliefs about the positive effects of opium on heart problems] are all autosuggestion. One should consider the fact that opium may ruin his life. I believe that opium has no benefit except for annihilation".

Another important factor contributing to the opium consumption was peer pressure which was in turn derived from the widespread misconceptions about the positive effects of opium. A participant who, under peer influence, had begun consuming opium for managing his heart problem mentioned, "My friend and I were working in a small clothing factory. My friend continuously recommended me that if like to to get rid of heart problem and save my life, I would better consume opium".

On the other hand, peers also had an important role in addicted-patients’ decision to quit opium and in opium consumption relapse. An addicted friend of an addicted patient stated, "I saw with my own eyes that my friend experienced a heart attack immediately after quitting opium and died after several days. Consequently, I am afraid of quitting. I fear of becoming disabled and confined at home".

In addition to peer influence, personal experiences from childhood age for the short-term positive effects of opium were another determining factors contributing to opium consumption. A patient who deeply believed in the positive effects of opium on heart disease mentioned, "My mother also had heart problem. As long as she smoked opium, she had no problem. Opium was effective in reducing her blood pressure. [Moreover.] when I had toothache, my grandmother gave me some opium solved in water and I got rid of pain. I have seen the miracle of opium from childhood".

Those participants who had voluntarily chosen to consume opium had fewer problems with the social stigma of opium consumption. In other words, they had a less negative attitude towards addiction and believed that opium can save their lives. A patient who had voluntarily chosen to consume opium since three years ago mentioned, "I think of opium as a medicine. I have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gateway</th>
<th>Volition, compulsion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blowing into fire</td>
<td>Perceiving opium consumption as a real threat, experiencing conflict between craving for quitting and compulsion to continue consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting stuck in the mud</td>
<td>Accepting the reality of addiction, resorting to defense mechanisms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Themes and subthemes
no problem with it”.

**Blowing into fire**

The second theme of the study was ‘blowing into fire’. This theme stood for the intervening conditions for becoming addicted to opium. The two sub-themes of this theme were ‘perceiving opium consumption as a real threat’, and ‘experiencing conflict between craving for quitting and compulsion to continue consumption’.

**Perceiving opium consumption as a real threat**

Although our participants firmly hold misconceptions about the effects of opium on CAD, they believed that opium consumption does not conform to the established social norms. They suffered from many personal, family, and social problems as a result of addiction. Either consuming opium voluntarily or compulsorily, our addicted participants finally had perceived opium consumption as a real threat to their health and life. Seeking information from lay and professional people was the consequence of such perceived threat. A patient with a 5-year history of opium consumption, whose wife had applied for divorce twice, stated,

“When I found that I was becoming addicted to opium, I felt extremely shy of my family. Most of my budget was being spent on opium consumption. I feel uncertain about my future and life”.

**Experiencing conflict between craving for quitting and compulsion to continue consumption**

Our addicted participants perceived opium consumption as a real threat to their health and life and hence tended to quit opium; however, because of physical and psychological dependence on opium, lacking information about the adverse effects of opium on cardiovascular system, and lacking information about how to access to addiction rehabilitation centers, they feared of quitting opium. A patient with a 4-year history of opium consumption mentioned,

“We ask patients to quit smoking cigarette because it causes no problem [for a cardiac patient]. However, we do not recommend patients, particularly those with a history of heart attack or unstable angina, to quit opium...on the other hand, we cannot recommend these patients to smoke opium in the coronary care unit. Instead, we recommend them to consume it by swallowing. Of course, after achieving hemodynamic stability and after opening blocked arteries by coronary artery by-bass graft-
ing or stenting, we asked them to quit opium consumption after hospital discharge”.

In addition to the fear of developing withdrawal symptoms, the social stigma of addiction also played an important role in healthcare providers’ reluctance to consider addicted patients’ educational needs. A practicing staff nurse mentioned, “I prefer to spend my time caring for a non-addicted patient. To tell you the truth, I do not feel comfortable with addicted patients. I believe that addicted patients place a burden on the community”.

Getting stuck in the mud

The third theme of the study was getting stuck in the mud. The consequence of the first two themes, i.e. the causal and contextual as well as intervening conditions, was to having no choice but to continue consuming opium. We coded this condition as getting stuck in the mud. This theme consisted of two subthemes including ‘accepting the reality of addiction’, and ‘resorting to defense mechanisms’.

Accepting the reality of addiction

Our participating addicted patients referred to dependence on opium, fear of developing withdrawal symptoms and life-threatening cardiac complications, and also receiving no support from the family and healthcare providers as the main reasons for having no motivation for quitting opium. Consequently, they were hopelessly compelled to accept the reality of addiction. An addicted patient stated, “I’ve been consuming opium for a while. I like to quit; but I fear; I fear of experiencing heart attack and becoming permanently disabled as a result of quitting opium consumption”.

Resorting to defense mechanisms

Receiving others’ confirmation had left our addicted participants with no choice but to accept opium consumption as the only available treatment option for their heart disease. Meanwhile attempting to resolve the conflict between craving for quitting and compulsion to continue consumption, our addicted participants had found themselves in a complicated situation, unable to make any changes, and having little chance of survival. They believed that finding themselves unable to survive from addiction had exacerbated the pain of becoming socially isolated. Consequently, they felt compelled to resort to defense mechanisms to escape from the blame and torment of opium consumption. The most commonly used defense mechanisms were projection and rationalization. An addicted patient said, “If I could have found a pill to kill my pain, I would have quit consuming opium... if my wife had understood me instead of nagging; I would not have tried opium”.

Storyline

Factors such as false cultural beliefs, childhood experiences and memories of opium, and peer pressure predispose patients with CAD to begin to use opium to manage their chest pain and prevent disability. Primarily, they generally assume that they can quit opium whenever they will. However, after a while, they will find themselves addicted to opium. The adverse physical, mental, psychological, and financial problems and social stigma of opium consumption cause patients perceive opium consumption as a real threat to their health and to their personal and family life. Seeking information from lay and professional people is the consequence of such perceived threat. Factors such as the dominance of misconceptions about the positive effects of opium on CAD, healthcare providers’ indifference towards these patients’ concerns and needs, fear of developing withdrawal symptoms and life-threatening cardiac complications, fear of experiencing death, and loss of family, community, and healthcare providers’ support make patients unable to quit opium. Consequently, they are left with no choice but continuing to use opium. The ultimate fate is addiction.

Briefly we can say that the finding of this study shows that continuing the use of opiu-
Oids is the only way they can save their lives. In the other hand, they tend to rehabilitate because of the personal, family and society problems. Because using drugs is against the society’s norms, lack of information about its side effects, and the way they can find rehabilitation centers and receiving incomplete and bad advises from unsecure people frighten them from reh-абilitation. Besides, health care providers accept this kind of behavior because of their fear from the side effects of artery disease, not paying enough attention to the patient’s concerns and not providing a complete service like informing the patient about the rehabilitation and supporting centers. It is like blowing to the fire which is burning the patient. The patient will remain mixed up since he tends to rehabilitate but the need of his corpus never lets him do this and he cannot change his condition at the end (Fig. 1).

Discussion
The aim of this study was to explore the process of opium addiction and its contributing factors in patients with CAD. Our findings revealed that the complex nature of CAD as well as false cultural belief about the positive effects of opium on cardiovascular disease and sexual impotence were the most important factors contrib-
uting to opium consumption among patients with CAD. The false belief about the positive effects of opium on longevity and on the prevention of heart problems and heart attack played an important role in our patients’ tendency towards opium consumption. The study findings also revealed that the sedating and pain-relieving effects of opium as well as its short-term positive effects on sexual impotence were the main reasons for use of opium. Previous studies also demonstrated that the most common reasons for experimenting with opium were diabetes mellitus, hypertension, sexual impotence, chronic pain (15) and cardiovascular diseases (16,17). Farahani et al (2008) believed that Iranians’ misconceptions about pain-relieving, fatigue-reducing, and energizing effects of opium are the major barriers to patient and public education about addiction. The main sources of these misconceptions are childhood experiences. Peer pressure for consuming opium for the management of heart disease and sexual impotence is also derived from these misconceptions. Sediq-Sarvestani et al referred to common misconceptions as the main reason for use of opium in Iran. Consequently, identifying socio-contextual factors contributing to opium consumption is a fundamental prerequisite for planning addiction prevention and opium quitting pro-

Fig. 1. The process of opium addiction in patients with CAD
Opium addiction in patients with coronary artery disease

It is noteworthy that narcotics have some short-term therapeutic effects; however, the therapeutic effects are gradually reduced and the consumer becomes increasingly dependent on them. Abdollahi et al reported that opium only can temporarily relieve problems such as chest pain and sexual impotence (19). According to Azimzade-Sarvar et al long-term use of opium can exert negative effects on sexual potency and chest pain perception. On the other hand, long-term and high-dose use of opium is potentially life-threatening and can result in death (6). However, despite the adverse effects of opium on cardiovascular system (7,8), our addicted participants and their family members were reluctant to quit opium because of the fear of developing withdrawal symptoms and life-threatening cardiac complications and the fear of experiencing death. Lack of information is an important factor contributing to such fears. Therefore, it seems quite essential to develop patient and public educational programs aiming at promoting public awareness about opium (20).

We also found that our participants began to use opium to treat their sexual impotence. Sexual impotence among patients with CAD is secondary to fear of experiencing heart attack during sexual activity. Most of the patients, out of modesty and embarrassment, are reluctant to consult healthcare professionals about their sexual problems. Instead, they prefer to overcome their sexual problems by taking over-the-counter remedies and by consulting with friends and lay people. Viagra (sildenafil citrate) and narcotics are two over-the-counter treatment options widely used by patients with CAD. However, the therapeutic effects of these treatments are gradually decreased and hence, patients need to progressively increase their daily consumption. This unsafe practice puts them at great risk for developing life-threatening complications. Again, developing patient and public education programs for increasing public awareness and correcting common misconceptions about opium seem clearly essential (16,20).

Among the other factors contributing to start opium use were personal and childhood experiences on the short-term positive effects of opium on alleviating physical and psychological problems. Childhood experiences can be a strong support for holding misconceptions later on in life. Jafari et al also reported that childhood good experiences and memories of narcotics can lead to accepting narcotic use as a social norm in adulthood.

Another finding of the study was that the addicted participants considered family members and healthcare providers’ indifference towards their opium consumption as an important factor contributing to their reluctance to quit opium. This finding is in line with the findings of Jafari et al study (15). According to Kyngäs, education is a key component of providing care to patients with chronic conditions; accordingly, providing education and having a holistic approach to addicted patients’ needs, expectations, and preferences are important to addiction prevention and management (21). We also found that healthcare providers’ recommendations about opium quitting or about changing the way of consuming opium were effective on patients’ decision to continue to use it. Jafari et al reported that traditional beliefs as well as information provided by peers, family members, and healthcare providers are the key factors in patients’ decision to quit opium (4). Our participants also frequently referred to the importance of healthcare providers’ role in changing patients’ high-risk behaviors. They believed that healthcare providers are the most competent authorities for providing drug-related educations. Moreover, they mentioned that during hospitalization, they are free from severe mental distress experienced when out of hospital. Consequently, they considered hospital as the best place for receiving educations about opium. Farahani et al also emphasized the healthcare providers’ substantial role in providing education to addicted patients.
and in changing their attitude towards opium (16).

Our participants believed that addiction carries a social stigma. However, participants in Jafari’s study considered opium consumption as a normal habit of daily life and opium as a recreational drug suitable for entertaining guests. Since opium, compared to heroin and opium residue, causes less serious problems, they also did not consider opium consumption as an illegal activity or as guilt (4). Considering addiction as a social stigma can result in social isolation, decreased self-confidence, disillusionment, and reluctance to follow drug-prevention and rehabilitation programs. Consequently, patient may develop the serious long-term problem of addiction (22,23). On the other hand, we found that the social stigma of addiction played an important role in the healthcare providers’ indifference towards addicted patients’ needs and concerns. Consequently, promoting healthcare providers’ awareness of addiction treatment strategies as well as changing their attitude towards addiction and addicted patients can help remove the stigma of addiction. Correcting public impression about addiction in turn can change healthcare providers’ attitude towards addiction (24).

We found that social stigma of addiction as well as patients’ lack of information about complications and management of addiction had resulted in perceiving opium consumption as a real threat. However, strong cultural belief about the miracles of opium, peer pressure, and healthcare providers’ indifference towards patients’ needs and concerns had brought patients into a major conflict between craving for quitting and compulsion to continue consumption. Shaw (2002) also reported the same finding. This conflict is associated with feelings of depression, despair, and loneliness and finally puts patients at greater risk for addiction (25).

Conclusion
Different mental and physical conditions as well as psychosocial factors contribute to beginning and continuing to use opium among patients with CAD. Widespread misconception about the positive effects of opium on heart problems is among the most important factors. Consequently, patient and public education can help correct such misconceptions and hence, prevent adverse physical, mental, psychological, and financial problems associated with opium consumption.

Another important factor contributing to opium consumption and reluctance to quit is the fear of developing withdrawal symptoms and life-threatening cardiac complications. This fear originates mainly from patients and their family members’ lack of knowledge about the adverse effects of opium on cardiovascular system. Consequently, patient and public education as well as referring patients to specialized addiction rehabilitation centers can help patients quit opium altogether. On the other hand, as addicted patients and their family members readily accept healthcare providers’ recommendations and instructions, healthcare professionals should place a high priority on patients’ education in providing care to these patients.

Limitations
We diagnosed our participants’ addiction only through asking them the following simple question, ‘Do you consume opium?’ Consequently, we were unable to confirm the validity of their responses. Another limitation of the study was that we had no access to addicted female patients.
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